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**Abstract**

The importance of green development, namely environment-friendly development is recognized world wide today. As integral parts of green development, carbon finance and carbon trading are expected to have huge market potential, which justifies the academic significance of a literature study in this area. The study of trading of the carbon emission rights mainly focuses on the following three aspects: the classification of carbon emission rights, the influencing factors of carbon emission rights and the price features of carbon emission rights.
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1. The Classification of Carbon Emission Rights

Carbon emission rights originated from pollutant emission rights. American economist Dales first proposed pollutant emission right, which allows firms to emit pollutants to the environment by following legal regulations. The rights become tradable if government allows it to be traded among firms.

IFRIC3 (International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee 3-Emission Rights) explains emission right as

*Typically in cap and trade schemes, a government (or government agency) issues rights (allowances) to participating entities to emit a specified level of emissions. (The government may issue the allowances free of charge or the participant may be required to pay for them). Participants in the scheme are able to buy and sell allowances and therefore, in many schemes, there is an active market for the allowances. At the end of a specified period, participants are required to deliver allowances equal to their actual emissions [1].*
Kyoto Protocol advises countries to deal with the greenhouse gases (GHG) reduction issue through market mechanism. GHG emission rights, namely carbon emission rights are regarded as tradable goods, which are usually obtained through government allocation and market purchasing. There are three different views regarding the financial classification of carbon emission rights.

The first view is to classify carbon emission rights as stock goods. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) requires that the classification of carbon emission rights should be based on their usage of corporate [2]. If the rights are used to compensate the GHG emission, they should be recorded as stock goods. Mortand Milne [3] [4] argued that carbon emission rights should meet the preconditions to be considered as stock goods. The Mouvement des entreprises de France (MEDEF), or the Movement of the Enterprises of France, also claimed that carbon emission rights had the features of stock goods. However, stock goods are usually tangible goods. The ultimate purpose of owning stock goods is to sell them. Being a type of rights, carbon emission rights are not comparable to stock goods in nature.

The second view is to classify carbon emission rights as intangible goods. Since carbon emission rights are either obtained through free government allocation or purchasing and are expected to generate economic revenue, which makes them a type of intangible asset. After extensive consultation, International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC 2003) concluded that carbon emission rights should be confirmed as intangible assets and accounted by the fair value measurement. (IFRIC3) issued by International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) (2004) proscribes that carbon emission rights should be defined as assets with no physical form, thus should be treated as intangible assets. However, intangible assets refer to identifiable non-monetary intangible assets owned by or under the control of firms. The concept of carbon emission rights is raised from the perspective of natural environment, instead of business firms, so it is questionable to treat these rights as intangible assets.

The third view is to classify carbon emission rights as financial assets. The US property law considers carbon emission rights as financial derivatives and allows them to be deposited in banks as securities. FRS13 issued by Accounting Standard Board in 1998 proposed that carbon-trading contracts should be considered as financial derivatives. Being an embedded derivative, the price of carbon emission rights are determined by market factors external to the firms directly involved in their trading. It should be noted that the presence of financial assets needs a well-developed financial market. However, the activity of the secondary carbon emission trading market is not only related to the supply of demand among firms, but also to the carbon emission regulations in the primary market. Therefore, should carbon emission rights be treated as financial assets or not is determined by their trading environment. With the development of the three big exchange markets, carbon emission rights present themselves as a type of financial assets and are studied by scholars with
the methods applied to financial assets.

2. Study of the Price Influencing Factors of Carbon Emission Rights

Classical economic theory holds that market price is a reflection of and fluctuates around commodity value. In a well-developed international carbon emission exchange market, the price of emission rights reveals their real value pretty well. The study of the price of carbon emission rights focuses on the pricing influencing factors. Future study on the trend, distribution and fluctuation of the price using economic models will have great significance. Therefore, upon the establishment and perfection of the carbon emission exchange market, scholars in the world have been analyzing the price influencing factors and concluded the major influencing factors are government policy, weather and energy prices. Government quotas determine the supply of rights and are key influencing factors of the price. Inter-temporal reserve system also affects the supply of carbon emission rights. Denying inter-temporal reserve system will nullify unused current rights and reduce total supply. Daskalaki et al. [5] found that prohibition of inter-temporal reserve system and lending would heavily influence the price of carbon emission rights. Chevallier [6] studied the 2005-2008 EUA price behavior of EUETS and concluded that the main cause for price fluctuation was market mechanism rather than the speculation of investors. Chen and Wang [7] studied the influence of supply and demand on the price of carbon emission rights and concluded government policies had the biggest impact as well. Weather change will affect the demand for fossil fuel and thus the demand and price for carbon emission rights. Cold weather leads to increased fossil fuel consumption and carbon emission to push up the price of emission rights and visa versa. Maria et al. [8] studied the influence of weather on the price of carbon emission right empirically, and found an obvious positive correlation between the two. Alberola et al. [9] found that hot weather had no obvious influence on the price of emission rights while extreme cold weather exerted a significant influence.

Energy price is another influencing factor for the price of carbon emission rights. The relative price change of different energy types causes demand change and the absolute price change causes change in total energy consumption. The two kinds of price change lead to change in carbon emission demand and price. Hintermann [10] discovered a negative correlation between the price of carbon emission rights and hydroelectric power generation in Europe. Rickels et al. [11] found increased wind speed would cause EUA price drops. Gronwald et al. [12] studied the connection of the price of carbon emission rights with commodity prices and the macroeconomic environment with a copula model and discovered a significant positive correlation between EUA price and energy price such as that of coal and electricity, no correlation between EUA price and crude oil price, and a huge impact by macroeconomic environment development. With a regression model, Hammoudeh et al. [13] found that the price of carbon emis-
sion price was positively correlated with electricity price and negatively correlated with crude oil, while gas price mainly demonstrated a negative influence on the price of carbon emission rights but also a positive one on the latter when the gas price was very low.

3. Study of the Price Features of Carbon Emission Rights

Value study of carbon emission rights by foreign scholars has mostly been related to pricing. Due to the highly financialized trading process and the availability of transaction data, these studies usually adopt the empirical approach by using regression models, and compare the results with real market prices to get the more efficient study methods.

The GARCH model proposed by Bollerslev [14] based on ARCH is the most frequently used regression model. Luca [15] used GARCH to model the carbon emission rights market in Europe and the US and found the data of the emerging carbon trading market changed so quickly that it was impossible to predict risk levels by models at a specific time point. He suggested giving different weights to prices of different time points to predict risk levels with the GARCH model. Paolellas and Taschini [16] advocated the use of new GARCH model to study the variance dynamics of EUAs. With the use of parameters with various weights and likelihood function, the ability to predict short-term positive and negative returns could be improved. Benz and Truck [17] studied the spot prices of carbon emission rights in EU ETS and concluded that different trading terms caused different return rate volatility patterns.

Normal non-Gaussian and Brown Movement are also applied to study the price of carbon emission rights. Seifert et al. [18] studied the dynamic movement of carbon emission price and found no regular movement pattern with respect to time. Partial differentiation equations can be used to depict the price change but is not widely applicable in practice. Very few occasions justify the application of partial differentiation. Gorecki et al. [19] found normal non-Gaussian model to be an efficient model in EUAs price study after analyzing options of the European carbon emission rights. Skipping and non-stationary are both features of carbon credits and can be estimated by expanded Geometric Brown Movement. Frunza et al. [20] studied the price data between January 2006 and March 2009 with Brown Movement and NIG distribution and concluded that NIG could be used to study the price of carbon emission rights in EU. Through these researches, it’s not hard to see that the price of carbon emission rights is very volatile even in such mature markets. Zhu [21] applied EMD (Empirical Mode Decomposition) to analyze the trading of carbon emission rights in Europe and decomposed the price into eight IMFs (Intrinsic Mode Functions) and an error. He then restructured the IMFs and error into high frequency component, low frequency component and trend component with hierarchical clustering. The three components stand for short-term market volatility, major trend mutation and long-term trend. A strategy to predict price was then proposed.
based on his analysis. Due to the price instability, it is extremely difficult to predict the return and volatility rates with a single model. Different models are needed for prices of different time periods, multiple models are necessary for a more precise prediction of expected prices.

4. Conclusions

Based on the previous literature review, this paper concludes that the study of the classification of carbon emission trading, the price features and the price-influencing factors in the trading market has been comprehensive and insightful, and recommends three fields for futures study: 1) The valuation of carbon emission rights from the perspective of real option. 2) Innovation in derivatives of carbon emission rights. 3) The establishment of a global carbon emission trading market and the price connection between this global market and regional markets.
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